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The Wide Wide Wild World of Chemical Reaction Engineering
Chemical kinetics is the study of chemical reaction rates and reaction mechanisms. The study of chemical reaction engineering (CRE) combines the study
of chemical kinetics with the reactors in which the reactions occur. Chemical
kinetics and reactor design are at the heart of producing almost all industrial
chemicals such as the manufacture of phtharic anhydride shown in Figure 1-1.
It is primarily a knowledge of chemical kinetics and reactor design that distinguishes the chemical engineer from other engineers. The selection of a reaction
system that operates in the safest and most efficient manner can be the key to
the economic success or failure of n chemical plant. For example, if a reaction
system produces n large amount of undesirable product, subsequent purification and separation af the desired product could make the entire prwess economically unfeasible.
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Ftgurt 1-1 Manufacture of phthalic anhydride.

The Chemical Reaction Engineering {CRE) principles learned here can
also he applied in areas such as waste trearment. microelectronics. nanoparticles and living syrtems in addition to the more traditional areas of the manufacture o f chemicals and phamaceutica1s. Some of the exainples that illustrate
the wide application of CRE principles are shown in Figure 1-2. These examples include modeling smog in the L.A. basin (Chapter I), the digestive system
of a hippopotamus (Chapter 2), and molecular CRE (Chapter 3). Also shown
is the ~nanufactureof ethylene glycol (antifreeze), where three of the most
common types of industrial reactors are used (Chapter 4). The CD-ROM
describes the use of wetlands to degrade toxic chemicals (Chapter 4). Other
examples shown are the solid-liquid kinetics of acid-rock interactions to
improve oiI recovery (Chapter 5 1: pharrnacokinetics of cobra bites and of drug
delivery (Chanter 6): free radical scavengers used in the design of motor oils
(Chapter 7), enzyme kinetics. and pharmacokinetics (Chapter 7): heat effects,
runaway reactions, and plant safety (Chapters 8 and 9); increasing the octane
number o f gasoline (Chapter 10): and the manufacture of computer chips
(Chapter 12).
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Figure 1-2 The wide uorlcI uf applications of CRE
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Overview-Chapter 1. This chapter develops the first building block of
chemical reaction engineering, mole balances. that will be used continually throughout the text. After completing this chapter the reader will be
able to describe and define the mte of reaction, derive the general mole
balance equation, and apply the general mole balance equation to the
four most common types of industrial reacrors.
Before entering into discussions of the conditions that affect chemical reaction rate mechanisms and reactor design, it is necessary to account
for the various chemical species entering and leaving a reaction system.
This accounting process is achieved through overall mole balances on individual species in the reacting system. In this chapter, we develop a general
mole balance that can be applied to any species (usually a chemical compound) entering, leaving, and/or remaining within the reaction system volume. After defining the rate of reaction, -rA, and discussing the earlier
difficulties of properly defining the chemical reaction rate. we show how
the general balance equation may be used to develop a preliminary form of
the design equations of the most common industrial reactors: batch, continuous-stined tank (CSTR), tubular (PFR), and packed bed (PBR). In developing these equations, the assumptions pertaining to the modeling of each
type of reactor are delineated. Finally, a brief summary and series of shon
review questions are given at the end of the chapter.

1.I The Rate of Reaction, -b
The rate of reaction tells us how fast a number of moles of one chemical species are being consumed to form another chemical species. The term chemrcnl
species refers to any chemicnI component or element with a given identic. The
identity of a chemical species is determined by the kincl, nirrnbet; and conjigitrrrrinn of that species' atoms. For example. the species nicotine Ea bad tobacco
alkaloid)
is made ar
up configuntioa.
of a fixed number
specitic shown
atoms iniIlustmtes
a definitethe
rnolecular arrangement
The ofstnicture
kind,

8
GH,

Nicotine

number. and configuration of atoms in the species nicotine (responsible for
"nicotine fits") on a molecuiar level.
Even though two chemical compounds have exactly the same number of
atoms of each element, they could still be different species because of different
configurations. For example, 2-butene has four carbon atoms and eisht hydrogen atoms; however, the atoms in this compound can form two different

arrangements.
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As a consequence of the different configurations, these two isomers display
different chemical and physrcal propertres. Therefore. we consider them as two
different xpecie~even thnuph each has the same number af atoms of ezch
element.
We say that a chemical reactiort has tnken place when a detectable number of mulecufes of one or more species have lost their identity and assumed a
new form by a change in the kind or number of atoms in the compound and/or

by a change in structure or configuration of these atoms. In this classical
approach to chemical change, it is assumed that the total mass is neither created nor destroyed when n chemicill reaction occurs. The mass refemd to is
the totar collective mass of a11 the different species in the system. However,
when considering the individual species involved in a particular reaction, we
do speak of the rate of disappearance of mass of a particular species. The ,artJ
nf disoppeorolzce of n species, say species A, i s the trtrntber ($A mnlrc~ries[hot
lose their chemical i d t w t i ~per ~rtrirt i r l l ~per ~rnirvc~iumefhrn~rghfhe breaking
and slrbreqiienr re-forming of ckentical bonds drrring the course of the reartion. In order for a particular species to '"appear" in the system, some prescribed fraction of another species must lose its chemical identity,
There are three basic ways a species may lose its chemical identity:
decomposition. combination. and isomerization. In deconrposiriot~.the molecule lose4 its identity by being broken down into smaller molecuIes. atoms. or
atom fragments. For example. if benzene and propylene are formed from n
cumene molecule.

A species r a n low
its identill, by
decomposition.
combination,
ur isomcrizaIion.

curnene

benzene

propylene

the cumene molecule has lost its identity [i.e., disappeared) by breaking its
bonds to form these molecuies. A second way that a molecule may lose its species identity is through conlbinarion with another molecule or atom. In the
example above. the propylene molecule would Lose its species identity if he
reaction were carried out in the reverse direction so that i t combined with ben-

zene to form curnene. The third way a species may lose its identity is through
isorneri-ization, such as the reaction

Here, although the molecule neither adds other molecules to itself nor breaks
into smaller molecules, it still loses its identity through a change in configuration.
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To summarize this point, we say that a given number of molecules (e.g.,
mole) of a particular chemical species have reacted or disappeared when the
molecules have lost their chemical identity.
The rate at which a given chemical reaction proceeds can be expressed in
several ways. To illustrate, consider the reaction of chlorobenzene and chIoraI
to produce the insecticide DDT (dichlorodiphenyl-trichlomthane) in the presence of fuming sulfuric acid.

Letting the symbol A represent chloral,
be H 2 0 we obtain

B be chlorobenzcne, C be DDT, and D

The numerical value of the rate of disappearance of reactant A, -r,. is a positive number (e.g., -r, = 4 mol Aldm3+s).
What is -r,?

The rate of reaction, -r,, i s the number of moles of A (e.g.. chloral) reacting
(disappearing) per unit time per unit volume (mol/dm3.s).

A+ZB-+C+D
The convention
r~

-rs
r,

= 4 rnol Aldm' F
= 8 mol Bldrn' r
= 4 mol B/dm3 a

What ir r ; ?

The symbol r j is the rate of formation (generation] of species j. If species j is
a reactant, the numerical value of r, will be a negative number (e.g.. r , =
-4moles Atdm3.s). Ifspecies j is a product. then r, will be a positive number
(e.g.. rc = 4 moles C/dm"s), In Chapter 3. we will delineate the prescribed
relationship between the rate of formation of one species. r, (e-g., DDT[C]),
and the rate of disappearance of another species. -r, ( e . ~ . chlorobenzene[B]),
,
in a chemical reaction.
Heterogeneous reactions involve more than one phase. In heterogeneous
reaction systems, the rate of reaction is usually expressed in measures other
than volume, such as reaction surface area or catalyst weight. For a gas-solid
catalytic reaction, the gas molecules must interact with the qolid catalyst surface for the reaction to take place,
The dimensions o f this heterogeneous reaction rate, r; (prime). are the
n a n ~ h e rof rnoic.7 of A rraciirig per eni, rims per enit rrlar.7 of carnlysi
(tnol/s+gcatalyst).
Most of the introductory di5cussions on chemical reaction engineering in
this hook focus on homogeneous'sy stems.
The mathematical definition of a chemical reaction rate has been a source
o f confusion in chernlcal and chemical engineering literature for many years.
The origin of this confusion stems from laboratory bench-scale experiments
t h a ~were carried out to obtain chemical reaction raw data. These early txperiments were batch-type. in which the reaction vessel was closed and rigid:
consequently, the ensuing reaction took place at constant volume. The reactants were mixed together at time t = O and the concentration of one of the
reactants. CA, was measured at iarious rimes I. The r;tte of reactinn \+as deter-
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mined from the slope of a plot of C, as a function of time. Letting r-, be the
rate of formation of A per unit volume (e.g., mol /s.dm", the investigators then
defined and reported the chemical reaction rate as

dl

r* = dC*

Surnma:y Notes

The ~ i t cInw doe5
nor depcnd on
the I>p of
rescrur u\cd?!

However this "definition" is wrong! Ft is simply a mole balance that i s
only valid for a constant volume batch system. Equation (1-1) will not apply
to any continuous-flow reactor operated at steady srate. such as the lank
(CSTR)reactor where the concentration does not vary from day to day (i.e..
the concentration is not a function of time). For amplification on this point, see
the section "Ir Sodium Hydroxide Reacting?'iin the Summary Note!, for Chapter 1 on the CD-ROM or on the weh.
In conclusion. Equation ( 1 - 1 I is not the definition of the cheinical reaction rate. we shall simply say that I . is the rate #ffirrnulir)~?of .sfwc.ifbj j w r .
aaii i?o!unir.i r is the number of rno/es of species j generated per unit volume
per unit rime.
The rate equation (i.e., rate law) for rj i s an algebraic eqzlation that
is solely a function of the properties of the reacting materials and reaction
conditions (e.g., species concentration, temperature. pressure, ar type uf
catalyst, if any) at a pnint in the system. The rate equation is independent
of the type of reactor le.g., batch or continuous flow) in which the reaction
is carried out. However, because the propertiec and reaction conditions of the
reacting materials may vary with position in a chemicaI reactor. r, can in [urn
be a function of position and can vary from point to point in the system.
The chemical reaction rate law is esrentially an algebraic eq~~iitiun
involving concentration, not a differential equation.[ For example. the alpehraic form of the rate law for -r, fur the reaction

may be a linear function of concentratinn,

or. as shown in Chapter 3. it may he some other algebraic fi~nctionof concen-

rration, such as

- -- - -

-

.

' For furllicr elaboration on

his poinl. w e CIJPJPI
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For a given reaction. the particufar co-xentrarion dependence that the rate law
follows (i.e.. -r, = kc, or - r A = kc; or ... ) must be determined from experirnenral observation. Equation (1-2) states that the rate of disappearance o f A i h
equal to a rate constant k (which is a function o f temperature) times the square
of the concentration of A. By convention. r, is the rare of formation of A; consequently. -,-, is the rate uf disappearance of A. Throughout this book. the
phrase mte qf gerlerution means exact1y the same as the phrase rntr qf'jiwmntion, and these phrases are used interchangeably.

1.2 The General Mole Balance Equation
To perform a mole balance on any system, the system boundaries must first be
specified. The volume enclosed by these boundaries is referred to as the sTstern
v o l ~ m e We
. shall perform a mole balance on species j in a system volume.
where species j represents the particular chemical species of inrerest, such ax
water or NaOH (Figure 1-3).
J

Figure 1-3

System
Vorurne

Balance on system volume.

A mole balance on species j at any instant i n time. t. yields the following

1 1-1

equation:

Rate of flow
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(moles1time

Mole balance
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where N, represents the number of moles of species j in the system at time t.
If all the system variable5 l e . ~ . ,temperature. catalytic activity, concentration of
she chemical species) are spatially uniform throughout the system volume, the
rate of generation of specie? j, G,. is j u r t the product of the reaction volume.
V. and the rate of formation of species j, r,.

Suppose now that the rate of formation of species j for the reaction varies
with the position in the system volume. Thai is. it has a value r,, at location
I. which is surrounded by a small volume, A V l , within which the rate is uniform: similarly, the reaction rate has a value x,? at location 2 and an aswciated
volume, AV, (Figure 1-4).

Figure 1-4 Dividing up the system volume, K

The rate of generation, AG,,, i n terms of r j l and subvolume A V t , is
AG,, = r j , h V 1
Similar expressions can be written for AG,? and the other system subvolumes,
A V , . The total rate of generation wirhin the system volume is the sum of all
the rates of generation in each of the subvolurnes. If the total system volume is
divided into rM subvoIumes, the total rate of generation is
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By taking the appropriate limits (i.e., let M + w and A V + 0 ) and making
use of the definition of an integral, we can rewrite the foregoing equation in
the form

From this equation we see that r, will be an indirect function of position, since
the properties of the reacting materials and reaction conditions (e.g., concentration. temperature) can have different values at different locations in the reactor.
We now replace G,in Equation (1-3)

hy its integral form to y~elda form of the general inole balance equation for
any chemical species j that is entering, leaving, reacting. andlor accumulating

within any system voluine 1!
This i s a baxic
equation for
chemical reac~ion
engineeri~ig.

From this general mole balance equation we can develop the design equations
for the various types of industrial reactors: batch, semibatch. and continuous-flow. Upon evaluation of these equarions we can determine the time (batch)
or reaclor volume (cominuous-flow) necessary to convert a specified amount of
the reactants into products.

f .3 Batch Reactors
is a hatch
reactor u\rriq

@\
\

/

Reference Shelf

A hatch reactor is used for small-scale operation. for testing new procesces that
have not been fully de\elnped. for the manufacture of expensive products. and
for processes that are difficult 10 conImento continuous operations. The reactor
can he charged (i.e., filled) through the holes at the top (Figure 1-S[al). The
batch reactor has the advantngc of high convercions that can be obtained by
leaving the reactant in the reactor for long periods of time. but it also has the
disadvantages of high labor costs-per batch, the vxiabiliry of products from
batch to batch. and the difficulty of large-scale production (see Profecsional

Reference Shelf [PRS]).
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Figure I-5(a) Simple batch homogeneous
reactor. [Excerpted by special permission
from Chem. Eng, (5.?(10), 2 1 I (Oct. 19561
Copyright 1856 by McGraw-Hill. Inc., New
York, h'Y 10020.1
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Batch Reactors

Figure 1-5(6) Batch reactor m~xingpatrems.
Further descr~ptionrand pho~osof the batch
reactors can be found in both the Vr~~rul
Ewc~clopcdraof Equrpnretrl and in the
Pmfe~sinnrtlRcf~rtr>rtShelf on the CD-ROM

A batch reactor has neither inflow nor outflow of reactants or products while
the reac~ionis being carried out: F,o = F, = 0. The resulting general mole bal-

ance on species j is

If the reaction mixture is perfectly mixed (Figure 1 -5[b]) so that there is no
variation in the rate af reaction throughout the reactor volume. we can take r,
out of the integral, integrate. and write the mole balance in the form

Perfect mixing

Let's consider the isomerization of species A in a batch reactor

As the reaction proceeds. the number of moles of A decreases and the number
of moles of B increases, as shown in Figure 1-6.

Mole Balances
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Figure 1-6
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Mole-time rrajectories.

We might ask what time. t , , is necessary to reduce the initial number of moles
from NAo to a final desired number N A I .Applying Equation (1-5) to the
isomerization

rearranging.

and integrating with limits that at r = 0. then N, = N,,
NA =
we obtain

and at t = I , , then

This equation is the integral form of the mole balance on a batch reactor. It
gives the time, r,. necessary to reduce the number o f moles from /VAoto N,,
and also to form rYB1moles of B.

1.4 Continuous-Flow Reactors
Continuous flow reactors are almost always operated at steady state. We wiil
consider three types: the continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR), the plug flow
reactor (PFR), and the packed bed reactor (PBR). Detailed descriptions of
these reactors can be found in both the Professional Reference Shelf IPRS) for
Chapter 1 and in the Visrral Encyciopeclin of Equiprnenr on the CD-ROM,
1.4-1 Continuous-Stirred Tank Reactor

What is a CSTR

uxd

A type of reactor used commonly in industrial processing is the stirred tank
operated continuously (Figure 1-7). It is referred to as the continuo~u-stirred
tnrlk renrtor (CSTR)or vat, or backmix reactor; and i s used primarily for liquid

phase reactions. I t i s normafly operared a t steady state and I \ a\surned to be
perfectly mixed: conrequenily, t hers is no ti me dependence or pokition dependence o f the temperature. [he concentration, or the reaction rnte inside rile
CSTR. That is, every variable i> the wme at every point inside the reactor.
Becat~sethe temperature md concenrration are identical everywhere u itliin the
reaction vessel, they are the same at the exit point as they are elsewhere in the
tank. Thus the temperature and concentralion in the exit stream are modeled a5
being the same as those jnside the reactor. In systems where mixing is highly
nonideill, the weII-mixed model i* inadequate and we must resort to other
modeling techniques, such ns rebidence-time distributions, to obtain meaningful results. This topic o f nonideal mixing is discussed in Chapters 13 and 14.

What reac~ion
systems use a
CSTR?

The idtal CSTR i v
assumed trr ht.
perrec~lymixed.

Figure 1-7(a) CSTRharch
reactor. [Courtesy of Pfnudlcr. Inc.1

Figure I-71bk CSTR mixing patterns.
Alw see the Vir~rnlEnr~cluped~n
oJ
Eqwp~nenton the CD-ROM.

When the general mole balance equation

is applied to a CSTR operated at steady state (i.e., conditions do not change
with time),
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in which there are no spatial variations in the rate of reaction (i.e., perfect

mixing),

it takes rhe familiar form known as the design eqrrarion for a CSTR:
F~~

Al

The CSTR design equation gives the reactor volume I{necessary to
reduce the entering flow rate of species j, from Fj, to the exit flow rate F,,when
species j i s disappearing at a rate of -rj. We note that the CSTR is modeled such
that the conditions in the exit stream (e.g.. concentration, temperature) are identical to those in the tank. The molar flow rate 6is just the product of the concentralion of species j and the volumetric flow rate u :

I
Fl = C j +v

&
p

time

-

moles

volume

volume
time

Consequently. we could combine Equations (1-7) and ( 1-8) to write a balance on species A as

1.4.2 Tubular Reactor

When is
reactor mnsi
u,ed?

In addition 10 the CSTR and batch reactors, another type of reactor commonly
used in industry is the ruhlliar rmr.ror: It consists of a cylindrical pipe and is
normally operated at steady state, as i~ the CSTR. Tubular reactors are used
most often for gas-pha~ereactions. A schematic and a photograph of industrial
tubular reactors are shown in Figure 1-8.
In the tubular reactor, the reactants are continually consumed as they
flow down the length of the reactor. In modeliny the tubular reactor. we
assume that the concentration varies continuoucly in the axial direction
through the reactor. Con~equcntly.the reaction rate, which is a function of concentration for all but zero-order reactions, will also vary axially. For the purposes of the material presented here. we consider systems in which the flow
field may be modeled by that of a plug flow profile l e g . . uniform veIocity as
in turbulent floa). as shewn rn Figure 1-9. Thar is. there i h no radial variation
it1 reaction rate and the reactor is referred to as a plug-fiow rcactor [PFR). (The
laminar flow renctor is diwurced in Chapter 13.)

Sec. l.d
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ee PRS and
Enr~cloprEqltip~~~~nt.

Figure 1-8(a) Tubular reoclrw wherna~ic
Longitudinal tubular reactor. [Excerpted b!
spctnl permission from CIINII.Ella, h3( 10).
2 1 1 (Oct. lq56). Copyright 1956 by
McCrau -Hill. Inc , Kcu York, Y 1' 10010.1

Figurc 1-8(bl Tuhulw i-ellclur photo
Tubular reac~orfor p~vductlonof Dlmerwl G.
[Photo Colrnecy of Editions Technvq
Institute Frrrncois du Pc~rolj

Plug tlr>ur-l~o
radral iarinlionr in vclncity.

Reactants

Products
Fiaure 1-9 Pluy-flow

The general

t u l l ~ ~ l are;lctor.
r

moIe balance equation i s

given by Equation ( 3 4 ) :

The equation

we will use to design PFRs at steady <tare can be developed in
two ways: ( I ) directly from Equation ( 1 - 4 ) by differentiating with respect to
i,olume V, or ( 7 , ) froin a inole balance on species j in a differential segment of
the reactor volume A\'. Let's choose the second way to arrive at the differential form of the PFR mole balance. The differential volume. A V , shnwn in Figure 1-10. will be chosen sufficiently small such that there are no spatial

variations in reaction rate within this volume. Thus the generation term. AG,,i s

Figure 1-14) Molc balance cm \pc.r~t=cj tn trrlutnc A \ ' .
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Generotinn
of species j

of species j
within A V
+-g en era ti on = Accumulation
within AV

Out

Dividing by A V and rearranging

the term in brackets resembles the definition of the derivative

Taking the limit as AV approaches zero, we obtain the differential form of
steady state moIe balance on a PFR.

Tubular mador

We could have made the cylindrical reactor on which we carried out our
mole balance an itregular shape reactor, such as the one shown in Figure 1-1 1
for reactant species A.

Picasso's
reactor

Figure 1-11 Pablo Picasso's reactor.

However, we see that by applying Equation (1-10) the result would yield the
same equation (i.e., Equation [I-1 I]). For species A, the mole balance is

Sec. 1.4
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Consequently. we see that Equation ( I - I I ) applies equally well to our model o f
tubular reactors of' variable and constant cross-sectional area, although ir is
duubtful that one would hnd a reactor of the shape shown in Figure I - ll
unIess it were designed by Pablo Picasso. The conclusion drawn from the

applicarion of the design equation to Picasso's reactor is an important one: the
degree of completion of a reaction achieved in an ideal plug-flow reactor
(PFR) does not depend on its shape, only on its total volume.
Again consider the jsornerizntion A + B, this time in a PFR.As the reactants proceed down the reactor. A is consumed by chemical reaction and B is
produced. Consequent!y, the molar Raw rate of A decreases and that of B
increases, as shown i n Figure 1 - 1 2.

Figure 1-12 Profiles of molar flow rates in a PFR.

We now ask what is the reactor volume V , necessary to reduce the entering molar flow rare o f A from FA,to FA!.Rearranging Equation ( I 12) in the
f orrn

-

and integrating with limits at V = 0, then FA= FA,,, and at V = V,. then
FA= FA,.

V, is the volume necessary to reduce the entering molar flow rate FA, to some
specified value FA1
and also the volume necessary to produce a molar flow rate
o f B of FBI.
1.4.3 Packed-Bed Reactor

The principal difference between reactor design calculations involving homogeneous reactions and those involving fluid-solid heterogeneous reactions is
that for the: batter, the reaction takes place on the surface of the catalyst. Consequently, the reaction rate is based on mass of solid catalyst. W, rather than on

d8
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reactor volume, K For a fluid-solid heterogeneous system, the rate of reaction
of a substance A is defined as

-r; = mol A reacted/s.g catalyst
The mass of solid catalyst is used because the amount of the catalyst is what
is important to the rate of product formation. The reactor volume that contains
rhe catalyst is of secondary significance. Figure 1-1 3 shows a schematic of an
industrial catalytic reactor with vertical tubes packed with catalyst.
Product gas

t

Feed gas

Figure 1-13 Longitudinal cataly~icpacked-bed reactor [From Cmpley, American Institute of
Chemical Engineers. 8612).?4 t I99U). Reproduced with perrnik~ionof the American In~tituteof
Chemical Enpinccrs. Copynpht O 1 9 0 AIChE. All right\ reserved ]

PRR
MoleB~~~~~~

In the three idealized types of reactors just discussed (rhe perfectly mixed
batch reactor. the plug-flow tubular reacror 1PFR). and the perfectly mixed continuous-stirred rank reactor (CSTR), the design equations (i.e.. mole balances)
were developed based nn reactor volume. The derivation of the design equation
For a packed-bed catalytic reacror (PRR)will be carried out in a manner analogous to the development of the tubular design equation. To accomplish this derivation, we simply replace the voFume coordinate in Equation (1-10) with the
catalyst weight coordinate W (Figure 1-14),

Figure 1-14

Pncherl-lxcf reactor srhem;~tic.

